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Measurement of Ethnic Identity（１）：
A Case of Korean Minority Youth in Japan
ABSTRACT
The purpose of this paper is to conceptualize the construct of ethnic identity and try
to give an operational definition so that theoretical ideas from this area of study can be
applied to Korean minority youth in Japan. The paper is divided into four sections: a
review of the literature in the measurement of ethnicity and ethnic identity; the
development of an operational definition; the meaning of each index as the ethnic identity
among the Korean minority youth in Japan; and implications of the measurement of the
ethnic identity for the study of ethnicity.
In the measurement of ethnicity, there are, in general, three approaches: the nativity
approach, the subjective approach, and the behavioral approach. Although the nativity and
subjective approaches are most frequently used in the field of sociology in the United
States, the behavioral approach may be or seems to be the most reasonable technique to
employ so long as there is no necessity of comparing with different or other ethnic groups.
It was confirmed, as a result of the application of the behavioral approach, that; (1) ethnic
identity among Korean minority youth can be divided into two ethnic orientations; (2) one
orientation is based on emotional ties with the brotherly ethnic group (relation
orientation); (3) the other orientation is based on instrumental behavior related to ethnic
issues (instrumental orientation).
Key Words : measurement of ethnicity nativity, subjective, and behavioral approaches
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